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N.I.O. PROGRAMS N.25 

N.I.O. Program Directory Suite 

127 

128 

129 

143 

149 

Dump N.I.O. Program Directory 

Alter Entries in Program Directory 

.Add. Records to Program Directory 

Add Interaal Report ̂ Numbers to Program Directory 

Initialise Alphabetically sorted Program Directory 
File 

217 Initialise Program Directory File 1 

218 Initialise Program Directory File 2 

219 Initialise Program Directory File 3 

220 Initialise Program Directory File If 

D.P.&./P/23 

Dumping Diska to Maenetio Tape 

-83 Dump Disk to Magtape 

-84 Dump Magtape to Disk 

204 Book-keeping for DIKTR 

205 Book-keeping for TDIM 

224 Dump DIREK Directory 

225 Save DIREK Directory 

Tape Security System 

-92 T.8.S. Find a File and Record (Part of TASS) 

-93 T.S.3. Find Next available File and Record (Part of 
TABS) 

-94 T.S.S. store Current Tape Position (Part of TASS) 

211 ToS.S. File Initialisation (Part of TASS) 

212 I.8.S. Query File (Part of TA88) 

D.P.&./P/22 (or see D.P.&./P/7) 

Various Special Purpose Utilities 

-95 

-96 

-99 

—118 

226 

227 

231 

Determine First and Last Records in a Dynamic Data 
Pile 

Find the Record Number of a Dynamic Data File given 

Day and lime 

Calculate Algebraic Differences between Two Times 

BCD Tape Handling Utility 

Tape Handling and Utility Management Program 

Change Drive 1 Disk to Drive 2 

Change Drive 2 Disk to Drive 1 

Relabel a Drive 1 or Drive 2 Disk 

NIQDP 

FILCH 

FIAT 

AIRNO 

n)AT5 

IDAT1 

IDAT2 

IDAT3 

IDAT4 

DIKTR 

TDIKW 

DIMAG 

MAiSDI 

DDUMP 

DSAVE 

FINDM 

NEXTM 

STORM 

INITM 

QUERM 

lEQBG 

J M D 

DFMIN 

SLSET 

THUMP 

D1T02 

D2T01 

MBEL 



Queries regarding the use or availability of any of the programs 

in this volume raay be made to;-

The Program Librarian, 

Data Processing Group, 

National Institute of Oceanography, 

Woimley, G-odalming, Surrey, 

from vjhoia a comprehensive list of all current N.I,O.Program.s 

is available. 



A H the programs in this volume have been compiled and 

executed on an I.B.M. 1800 Computer having the £olloidjag 

configuration: -

1802 ProcessoB-Controller vdth 24,576 words of core storage 

3 1810 Disk Drives Model A 

2 2401 Magnetic Tape Drives (30 Ko/s) (7 Track) 

1442 Model 6 Card Read - Punch 

1443 Printer, 240 lines/minute 

1816 Keyb oard-Printer 

Facit Paper Tape Reader, 1000 Characters/second 

Pacit Paper Tape Punch, 150 Characters/second 

The Operating System was T.S.X. Version 3 



N.I,p. FRO(;:^ 127 CLAS8IECCATI0N 8 

Title 

Name 

Machine 

Pur-pose 

Dump N.I.O. Program Directory 

NIODP 

1800 Fortran IV 

T.8.Z. orM.P.Z. 

I.B.M. 1800 

This program is part of the N.I.O. program dlrectoiy suite 
and is used to dump the N.I.O. Program Directoiy. 

Output 

Use 

Date entered via keyboard. 

The program directoiy. 
The programs ai-e first listed in numerical order, then in 
order of classification letter, then in order of Internal 
Report Number and lastly alphabetically. 

The program is stored in the fixed ai^a on a drive 1 disk. 

To use:-
//bJQB 

19 
X 

//bZEQbNIODPbhblZ 

Execution Time Approximately 15 minutes per complete listing, 3 minutes per 
part listing (see under Options) 

If data 8im.toh zero is on the program will loop tack to the 
beginning after producing a listing. 

If data switch 1 is on only the numerical and alphabetic 
listings will be produced. 

Notes For full details of the coaplete suite of programs and data 
files specifications see DPG/iy23. 

William Strudwick. 



N.I.O. EROG-RAM 128 CLASSIFICATION 8 

Title 

Name 

Maohine 

Purpose 

Input 

Alter entries in Directory Files 

FILCH 

1800 Fortran IW 

I.B.M. 1800 

This program is part of the N.I.O. program directory suite and. is 
used, to alter record.8 in the data files DATA3 cmd. DATA4. which 
contain infomation on programs and. subprograms in the Progrruzi 
Library. 

Data cards are as follows 

1) Pairs of the following for each piXDgram or subprogram. 

First Card:-

oc 

1-4 Program Number, Integer^ right justified. 
6-10 Name of program left justified. 

1.3-16 Programmers Initials (e.g. WK8), left justified. 
18 Clas8ifioa,tion Letter. 

20-2^ Internal Report Number, left justified (e.g. N18). 

Second Card:-

OutDut 

Notes 

cc 
1-80 Title of the program or subprogram, 

ii) More of the above pairs if.required, 
iii) 2 Blank cards. 

Updated disk files and message on lineprinter: 'JOB COMPLETE' 

The program is stored in the fixed area on a drive 1 disk 
To use;-

//bJOB 
19 
T 

16 
//bZEQbFILGH FX 

Data cards (see under input) 

This does not update the alphabetically sorted file (DATA5). 
For full details of the complete suite of programs and data files 
specifications see DFG/'F/23. 

Programmer William Strudwick. 



N.I.O. mOG-EAM 129 CMSSIFICAIim 8 

Title 

Nane 

Operating Syaten 

Maobine 

Purpose 

Input 

Use 

Notes 

Add)- records to Program Directoiy 

FIAT 

1800 Fortran IT 

T.8.X. or M.P.X. 

I.B.M, 1800 

This program is part of the N.I.O. Program Directory Suite and 
it is used to add records to the data files DATA3 and DATA4 
Tihioh contain infomation on programs and in the Program 
Library. 

Data Cards are as follows 

1) Pairs of the following for each program or subprogram. 
First Gard:-
00 
1-4 Program Number^ Integer, right justified 
6-10 Nome of program f . left justified 
13-16 Programmers initials (e.g. WKS), left justified 

18 Classification letter 
20-2^ Internal Report Number^ left justified 

Second Card:-
cc 
1-80 Title of the program or subprogram 

2) More of the above if required 
i)) 2 blank carde 

Updated disk files and message on lineprinter 'JOB COMPLEKCE' 

The program is stored in the fixed area on a drive 1 disk. 
To use:-

19 
//bJOB Z 

1 & 

//bXEQbFIAT FX 

Data, cards (see under INPUT) 

This does not update the alphabetically sorted file (D^A^) 
For full details of the complete suite of programs and data 
files specifications see DP&/p/23« 

Programmer William Strudmifk, 



N.I.O. PROGRAM 145 CLA8SIFIGAII0M 8 

age 

kaohiJie 

Title Add. Internal Report Numbers to Progrem Dlreotory 

Name AIBNO 

1800 Fortran IT 

IBM 1800 

Operating System T.8.X* and. M.P.X. 

This program is part of the N.I.O. program directory suite and 
is used to add Internal Report Numbers to programs already existing 
in the program diireotory files on disk. 

Data oards as follows:-

11 Internal Report Number, e.g. Nl8 in columns 1-4, left-justified. 
2) CO 1-4 Number of program or subprogram to have internal report 

number added; integer, right justified. 
3) More of type (2) if required. 
4) Blank Card, 

Updated files on disk and message on lineprinter 'JOB COMPLETE' 

The program is stored in the fixed area on a drive 1 disk. 

To use:-
19 

//bJOB X 

//bXEQbAIENObbbEX 

Data oards (see under INRJT) 

Notes This does update the alphabetically sorted file. For full details 
of the complete suite of programs and data files specification see 
DP&/P/23 

Programmer William Strudwick. 



N.I.O. PROGRAM 1^9 CIA8SIFICAIICM 8 

Title 

Name 

lajiKuage 

Machine 

Operating System 

Purpose 

Initialise Program Directory File 5 

IDAI5 

1800 Fortran IV 

i m 1800 

T.8.X. and M.P.X. 

This program is part of the N.I.O. Program Directory suite and. is 
used, to initialise the data file DATA5 which contains information 
on programs in alphabetical order. 

Data cards as follows 

1) Pairs of cards 

Program number, integer, right justified 
Name of program, left justified. 
Programmer's Initials, left justified. 
Classification Letter. 
Internal report Number, left justified (e.g. N.16), 
Is one for the last program otherwise zero. 

First card: 

CO 1 - 4 
6 -10 
13 -16 

18 
20 -23 

25 

Output 

Use 

Second card:-

cc 1 -80 Title of program or subprogram 

2) More of the above if required. 

Initialised file on disk and message on lineprinter 'JOB OOMPIiKPE' 

The program is store d in the fixed area on a drive 1 disk. 

To use:-

//bJOB 
16 

19 
X 

//bXBQbIDAT5 EX 

Note For full details of the complete suite of pix)grams and data files 
specifications see DPG/iy'23 

Programmer William Strudwick, 



mOGRAia 217 CLASSIFICATION S 

Title 

Name 

laiiRuaRe 

Machine 

Operating System 

Purpose 

Notes 

Initialise Program Directory Pile 1 

IDAT1 

1800 Fortran IV 

IBM 1800 

T.S.X. and M.P.X. 

This program is part of the N.I.O. Program Directory Suite 
and. is used to initialise the data file DATA1 which contains 
abbreviations for use with the suite. 

Data Cards are as follows:-

1) Pairs of cards:-

cc 1-60 Abbreviations to appear in the first 60 print positions 
on the lineprinter. 

Second Card: 

CO I-60 Abbreviations to appear in the last 60 print positions 
on the lineprinter, 

2) More of type one if required. 

3) Two cards punched with slashes in column one of eaoh eard. 

Initialised file on disk and message on lineprinter 'JOB COMPLliiTE' 

The program is stored on a drive 1 disk 

To use:-

//bJOB 

//bXEQblDATI 

*FILE8(1 ,DATA1,1) 

»CCEND 

Data cards (see under INPUT) 

For full details of the ccmplete suite of programs and data files 
specifications see DPG-/^/23« 

19 

X 

William Strudwick, 



N.I.O. FROG-RAM 218 GLAS8IPICAIIQN 8 

Title 

Name 

Machine 

Operating System 

Initialise Program Direotoiy Pile 2 

IDAID2 

1800 Fortran IV 

IBM 1800 

T.S.X. and. M.P.X. 

This program is part of the N.I.O. Program Directory Suite and 
is used to initialise the data file DATA2 which contains the 
numbers of the internal reports currently in circulation. 

Output 

Use 

Notes 

Data cards as follows: 

1) cc 1-4, 5-8, 9-12 » # # # # # 77-80 

The numbers of the internal reports e.g. N.18, left justified. 
The last Internal Report Number should be followed by two 
asterisks in the next number field, e.g. If the last Internal 
Report is in cc 9-12, atars should appear in cc 13 and 14. 

2) More of the above if two asterisks are not encountered by the 
end of the previous card. 

Initialised file on disk and message on lineprinter 'JOB COMPLETE' 

The program is stored on a drive 1 disk. 
19 

Use:- //bJOB X 

//bXEQbIDM!2 

*PIIjES(2,DA]?A2,l) 

*CGEND 

Data cards (see under INPUT) 

For full details of the oomplete suite of programs and data files 
specifications see DPG/P/23 

Programmer W. Strudwiok. 



N.I.O. PROGRAM 219 CLASSIFICATION S 

Title 

Nane 

LanKuaee 

Machine 

OperatinK System 
Fbrcose 

Input 

Use 

Notes 

Initialise Program Directory File 3 

IDAT3 

1GD0 Fortran IV 

IBM 1800 

T.S.X. and. M.P.X. 
This program is part of the N.I.O. Program Directory suite and is 
used to initialise the data file DATA3 vdiioh contains the infomation 
on the subprograns in the Program Library. 

Data cards are as follows 

1) For each subprogram two cards. 

First Card:-

cc 1-5 Name of subprograms; left justified. 
8-11 Programmers Initials^ left justified. 
13 Classification Letter 
15-18 Internal Report on whioh the write up of the subprogram 

appears, left justified. 
20 Is one for the last sat of cards otherwise zero. 

Second Card:-

cc 1-80 Title of Subprogram. 

2) More of the above pairs if required. 

Initialised file on disk and message on lineprinter 'JOB COMPLETE' 

The program is stored on a drive 1 disk. 

To use:-
19 

y/bJOB X 

//bXEQblDJa^ 

*FILSS (j,DATA3,l) 

*CCEND 

Data cards (see under INPUT) 

For full details of the complete suite of programs and data files 
specifications see DP&/P/23. The cards for each subprogram should 
be in numerical order. The maximum number of subprograms allowed is 
499. 

Programmer A'illiam Strudwick. 



N.I.O. PROGRAM 220 CLASSIFIGAIim S 

Title 

Name 

Language 

Maohlne 

Operating System 

Inmit 

Notes 

Profcrammer 

Initialise Program Directory File 4 

IDAI4 

1800 Fortran IV 

IBM 1800 

T.8.X. and. K.P.X. 

Thia program is part cf the N.I.O. Program Directory suite and. 
is used, to initialise the data file DAIA4 whi#h contains the 
infoimatl on on the programs in the program library. 

Data cards as follows:-

1) cc 1-^ the number of the first program plus 1 

2) For eaoh program a pair of cards punched as follows 

First card:-

cc 1 - 6 Name of program, left justified. 

8-11 Programmers initials, left justified. 
13 Classification letter, 

15-18 Internal report in which the write-up of the program 
appears left-justified. 

20 Is one for the last set of cards otherwise zero. 

Second Card:-

cc 1 - 80 Title of program 

3) More of the above pairs if required. 

Initialised file on disk and message on lineprinter 'JOB COMPLIZPE' 

The program is stored on a drive 1 disk. 

To use:-
19 

//bJOB X 

/ybXEQblDATA. 

*FILES(4.,DATA4,l) 

*CCEND 

Data cards (see under INPUT) 

For full details of the complete suite of programs and data files 
specifications see DPG/P/2^. The cards for each program should be 
in numerical order. 

The maximum number of programs allowed is 4-99. 

William Stmdwick. 



N.I.O. PROOaAM DIE2CT0EY 

This is a suite of programs which maintains information on the programs 

and. subprograms in the Program Library and produces an up-to-date listing of 

this infoimation. 

The Program Directory is a printout of the infoimation. Eaoh page is 

numbered, and has the date on it. The first page contains abbreviations used. 

in the directory. The programs are then listed in numerical order (subprograms 

first), then in erder #f classification letter (subprograms first), then li; 

order of the Internal Report in which the write-up appeared (subprograms first), 

and finally in alphabetical order (programs and subprograms mixed). There is 

a blank page between each section. 

The program NIODP, which produces the Program Directory, has options in 

it which allow a shorter Directory to be produced. This Directory has the 

programs listed in numerical order and alphabetical order only. This is much 

faster to produce. For further details see the write-up of MODP (N.I.O. 

program 127). 

INTOEMAHON 8T0EED 

The information held about each program and subprogram is as follows, 

(i) The number of the program. This is calculated from the position on 

disk where the information is stored, except for the alphabetically 

sorted file. Subprograms have negative numbers, programs have 

positive numbers. 

(ii) The name of the program. 

(iii) The programmer's initials. 

(iv) The title of the program. This is a short sentence which descjribes, 

as far as possible, what the program or subprogram does, 

(v) The classification letter. This is a single letter which decides 

into which group the program is to be placed.. 

The classifications are:-

B Biology, Chemistry 

G Geophysics and Geol®gy 

M Mathematics and Statistics 

N Navigation 
Dpq/r/23 



P Physical Oceanography, Waves, Tides, and Currents 

S Special Purpose Utilities 

U General Purpose Utilities 

(vi) The Internal Report number in which the write-up of the program or 

subprogram appears. This will normally be blank for a new program 

or subprogram. 

DATA FILES 

The information is held #n a drive 1 disk, at present cartridge label 

56, in 5 data files. These data files are described below. For compatibility 

throughout the suite of programs the same symbolic file number and assdciatcd 

variable are used for the same logical file. 

DATA1 is symbolic file number 1 and has associated variable lEBC. It is 

defined as having 100 records eaoh of 30 ?#rds. The first word of the first 

record is a count of the total number of records used for data, the remaining 

words are not used. 

This file contains the abbreviations which are printed out at the beginning 

of each Program Directory. They are arranged on disk so that eaoh even record 

will contain the characters to be printed out in the first 60 print positions 

on the lineprinter and each odd record the oharacters to be printed out in 

the last 60 print positions. For best presentation, the abbreviations have 

been standardised to the following. 

The first 60 print positions domi the page will contain the programmer's 

initials and the programmer's name in the form:-

XXZb-bYYYYYYYYYTYYYYYYYYYYY 

where the Ys are the name and the XXX is the abbreviation for that name. 

The last 60 print positions will contain any other abbreviation in the 

form 

XXXXb-bYrYrfYYYYYYYYnrn^ 

where the Ys are the explanation of the abbreviation XXXX. 

This file is initialised by the program IDAT1 (N.I.0. Program 217), and no 

other program can alter it. All information is left justified and is A2 



- 3 -

format. The maximiam number of abbreviations is 99. 

DATA2 is symbolic file number 2 and has associated variable JEJiC. It is 

defined as having 100 records eaoh of 2 words. The first word of the first 

record is a count of the total number of reoorda used for data, the other 

word is not used. 

This file contains the Internal Report numbers which are currently in 

circulation. They are arranged on disk in numerical order. The Internal 

Report numbers inolude the prefix e.g. N18. The information is held in 

A2 format and is left justified. This file is initialised by the program 

IDAT2 (N.I.O. Program 218) program AIMO (N.I.O. Program 1W) can add records 

to it. It is used by program MIODP (if.I.O. Program 12?). 

DATA3 is symbolic file number 3 and has associated variable iCREC. It is 

defined as having 500 records each of 48 words. The first word of the first 

record is a count of the number ®f records used for data; the remaining 47 

words are not used. 

This file contains the information on the subprograms. They are in numerical 

order. The layout is as fallows;-

words: 1-3 Name of program (A2) 

4-5 Programmer's Initials (A2) 

6-45 Title (A2) 

46 Classification Letter (A1) 

47^48 Internal Report Number (A2) 

The file is initialised by the program IDAT3 (N.I.O. Program 219). Programs 

AHLNO, miGH and M A T update it. 

DATA4 is symbolic file number 4 and has associated variable LREC. It is 

defined as having 500 records each of 48 words. The layout is the same as 

for DATA3 with the following exception. 

The first word of the first record is the record number at which data starts 

and the second word is the record number at which data ends, the remaining 

46 words are not used. The file is initialised by the program IDAT4 

(N.I.O. Program 220). Programs AIENO, ECLCH and. FEAT update it. 



DATA5 is symbolic file number 3 and has associated variable MREC. It is 

defined as having 1000 records each of 4.9 words. The first word of the 

first record contains a count of the number of records used for data, the 

remaining 48 words are not used. 

This file contains information on programs and subprograms in the Program 

Library in alphabetical order. The layout of the file is as follews:-

words: 1 Program Number (integer) 

2-4 Name of Program (A2) 

5-6 Programmer's Initials (A2) 

7-46 Title (A2) 

47 Classification Letter (A1 ) 

481-49 Internal Report Number (A2) 

The file is initialised by the program IDAT5 (N.I.O. Program 149). Program 

AIRNO updates It. 

PROGRAMS 

The following are the programs in the suite. 

Name Purpose Number 

IDAT1 Initialise File 1 217 

IDAT2 Initialise Pile 2 218 

IDAT3 Initialise Pile 3 21? 

IDAT4 Initialise Pile 4 220 

IDAT5 Initialise Pile 5 149 

H A T Add records to directory files 129 

AIENO Add internal report numbers to 143 
directory files 

ECLCH Change records in directory files 128 

NIODP Print Program Directory 127 

SETTING- UP THE SYSTEM 

1. Compile programs IDAT1, IDAT2, IDAT3, IDAT4 and store in Working Storage. 



Set up five data areas i?ith a deck of cards as follcws: 
19 

//bJOB 

//bDUP 

X 

13 17 21 29 
*STOEEDATAD WS1 EK1 DATA1 

*8TaEEDATAD 3X1 DATA2 #il 

*STOREDATAD V!S1 EX1 DATA3 2075 

*STOEBDATAD B81 EX1 DATA4. f!075 

*8T0aBDATAD WS1 FX1 DATA5 fh54 

(Under MFX the *D2ILB function should he used.) 

Compile program IDAT5 and store in the fixed area using the following 

store cards 
21 27 

*ST0R3CI IDATS IDAT5 

G2ILES (5, DATA5, 1) 

*CCEND 

5. Initialise data files using programi 

IDAT1, IDAT2, IDAT3, IDAT4, IDAT5 

(See individual write-ups for format of cards.) 

2j-. Compile and store in the fixed area the following programs (the 

oard needed in eaoh oase is shown). 

AIRNO *PILBS (3, DATA3, 1), (4, DATA4, 1), (5, DATA5, 1) 

FIAT *2I1E8 (3, DATA), l), (4, DATA4, 1) 

PILCH *FILE8 (3, DATA3, 1), (4, DATA4, 1) 

NIODP *PILES (1, DATA1), (2, DATA2, 1), 

(3, DATA3, 1), (4., DATA4, l) 

(5, DATA5, 1) 

5o To check that everything is O.K., execute program NIODP, 

NOTES 

The drive 1 disk should have at least 50 oylinders of fixed area and 

25 cylinders of working storage. 



ALTERING- FELE8 

DATA1 use IDAI1 

DATA2 use IDAT2 

DATA) use IDAT3, FIAT, ECLCH or AIENO 

DATA4 use IDAT4, HAT, PILCH or AIBNO 

DATA5 use IDAT5 or AIENO 

Notes 

(i) When using AIBNO,update deck of cards o#ntaining the data for 

DATA5, as IDAT5 vrf.ll destroy what was previously on disk in this 

file when it is next run. 

(il) T# add or change a record in DATA5 make the alteration on the card 

deck of the file and reload using IDAT5. 

(iii) When adding a new program to the Library run program HAT with 

appropriate data cards. Then insert the data cards used vdth 

FIAT in their right place in the card deck of DATA5 and reload 

using IDAT5. 

(iv) Mien changing a record run program FILCH with apprepriate data 

cards. Take out the cards referring to the pregram being ohange(̂  

and insert the cards used tJith FILCH in their right place in the 

card deok of DATA5 and reload using IDAT5. 

William K. Strudwick 

5.12.70 

DP&/P/23 



B.I.O. SnBPRO&RAnS -83 end -8L ClASSIFICariON U 

Title 

Haooa 

Machinc 

Opercting System 

Lcnguaee 

Purpose 

To Use 

Disk to magnetic tape, and magnetic tape to disk dumping 
subroutines® 

DIICTR and "TDIKw respectively* 

1800$ 

T.3.X. 

1800 Assembler® 

To dump the ooitenta of an entire disk to a file on nngnetio 
tapeJ and at a later date if rcnuircd, to write that file 
back to disk. 
These subroutines are used in conjunction with progrons 
204 and 205, ;vhioh 'call' the subroutines and keep a 
directory of all the dunps which take place» 
Howevery they nay be used in other projrons, ahen book-
keeping is not required; so long as the calling aocucnce is 
correct8 

The calling sequence is as folla.;s:-
In Fortran 

CULLI, 
or TDDLT 

In Assonbler:-

oc27 
GAIJL 

DC 
DC 
DC 

cc35 
DIEIR 

or TDDOf 
IDISK 
IDBIF 
IQEGK 

Hothod 

where IDI3K is the number of tlie disk from/to 
which the dump is to take place, and 
IDRIY is the drive nunber of that disk. 
IDiJGK is the magnetic tape deck to be used® 

Both subroutines check the first word of sector 0 of the 
disk on the drive IDRIV, to ensure that, the correct disk 
has been loaded, then consecutive sectors froni disk (or 
records fron nagnotio tape in the oaso of TDIKw), are read 
and writteia alternately. This takes place a total of 1600 
times (the nunber of sectors oi a. disk). 
The subroutine DIKTR checks to see whether each sector is 
'file-protected' and if so, records that status also on 
magnetic tape (in the first word of the 321-word long record). 
TMHf does tha reverse so that bit zero of the sector address 
word is set to 1 if there was a file-protect status for that 
sector. 

If the wrong disk has been loaded, or there is an error in 
reading from or writing,to magnetic tape, explanatory messages 
will be output to the typewriter. 

Core Requirements 12%. and. 1280 words respeotively. 

Programmr Cathy Clayson. 



N.I.O. Programs 204 and. 205 CLASSIFICATION U 

Title 

Names 

Machine 

Control Cards 

nDut Data 

Disk to magnetio tape and magnetio tape to disk dumping 
programs. 

DIMA& and MA&DI 

I.B.M. 1800 

T.S.X. 

1800 Fortran IV 

To keep a reoord of the dumps which take plaoe frcm disk to 
magnotio tape and vice versa. 

//bJOB 
00 19 

X 
N.B. No 'X' must "be present 

when exGouting MAG-DI 

//b* (Projeot/Name/Title) 

//bXEQ DIMA& 

or MAGDI 

-ETLBS (1^, DIBEE, jZf) 

*CCEND 

Before executing MA&DI, one must ensure that the file protect 
status on all sectors of the disk is turned off. To do this, 
precede the above control cards with the following:-

//bJOB 

//bDUP 

*DEBAD 

C0I9 

coll 
1 

oc20 
000 

oc25 
63F 

003O 
P 

The following two data cards oome immediately after the *CCEND 
card and are:'-

1) ITITL 
Poimat:80Al 
whioh is a briof description of the contents of the disk or 
magnetio tape filo. 

2) NAMT, IDISE, IDEIV, IDECE, IDATE 
Foimat: 10X,M2,ip[,13,2][,Il,2X,Il,2][,5A2 where: 

1) NAMT - is the name of the magnetio tape to or from 
whioh the dump is to take place, 

2) IDISE - is the number of the disk from or to which 
dumping talces plaoe. 

3) IDEIV - is the drive number of the disk. 
4.) IDEGK - is the magnetio tape deok to be used (ie. 1 or 2), 
5) IDATE - is the date of the dump, 
and in the case of MA&DI, a 3rd data card follows and should 

contain 
lEEEE 

Format: 15 
whioh is the number of the file on magnetic tape at 
whioh reading ocmmenoes* 
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In DUIAG, the directory file is searched for a previous entry 
for the nacnotio tqpe, IWZD. If there is no previous entiy, then 
a header file of 321 words containing the nag* tape label 
(e#g* M51) is v/rittcn to the 1st file on tlio nag® tape 50 tines, 
and tlien writing of the disk data starbs at file 2$ 
If there is already an entry, the nagneti© tape is wound to the next 
available file and writing comences there« 
1»B» The file nuriber should not exceed 9, v.'hich is 1+ the nunbor 
of disks which can be written to one particular magnetic tape® 
The progrsn then calls DIETR to do the duiiping, after which an 
'end-of-file' marker is ifritton, the directory up&ated on^ a 
ncssago output to the 1443 printer and typewriter# 
In MAGDI, the directory is searolied for an ontiy for the required 
file and nag. tape and the header record is checked to see if the 
correct tape has been mounted. The tape is then wound to tho file 
IFI12 ready for reading to cocmonce, The IDHuV subroutine is 
called, to dunp that file back to disk, after which the appropriate 
entry in tlio directory is dolcted and a nessase is output to tlio 
1443 printer and typewriter® 
The DIGBK directory file has initially boon set up with 49 records 
each 12 v̂ ords long, (Mthough it may need to be enlarged at a 
later date)» The first record contains tho current nunbor of 
entries in tho direotoiy (N.B. Each aag* tape nay have 8 entries 
allocated to it, since appro*. 8 disk dicips ccn be stored on nag, 
tape). Suboeguont records contain a directory of every duiip wliich 
has takon place frco disk to nag. The foiTnat is as follows 

Word 1) 
2) Ilone of the mag, tape, 
3) 
4 Pile to which disk data was ̂ fritten. 
5 Nunbor of tho disk, 
6 Disk drive number. 

Uagnutic: tape dock used. 

Date of tho dunp (e,g# 23/0^/1910), 

12] 

lis Be. i/ord 1 contains 'lab' in A2 fomat when records arc not 
currently in use, and after a dunp frm oag, tapo to disk 
takes place, in wiiich case the entry is deleted. 
Tho directory file nay bo ezanined using tho progron DDUMP, 
dunps the file to paper tapo. To ro-duap the lapor tapo to 
disk file use D8AVZ. 

the 

Output S clf-o:q)lanatory nossagos are printed out both on the 1443 
and typewriter when dmping is conplote. 

Error 
)SGar;o8 Ilrrors na;̂ ' occur if a nagnotic tapo with the wrong node is nountod 

(i.e. ;d.ti: a node otiier than 0 or I), or when tho DIB2IC directory 
nust be enlarged* 
(The node is 0 for tho 1st and 1 for the 2nd tape drive) 

Hestrlctions % e n dumping frcn nagnotic. tapo back to disk it is advisable to use 
a disk containing no defective cylinders, sinco it nay be a disk 
other than the ono frou wldLch dumping took place* 
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cecution 
Tine 

romronmer 

If it is different, then *DLilBL oarda nust follow the entire job, 
to just ro-label the disk* Please see the Disk Librarian before 
doing this, as othemiso chaos nay ensuel 

A%)prox. 5 ninutea* 

Cathy Clayson. 
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Title 

Names 

To dump and save the directory file DIEEE 

DDUMP and DSAVE 

stem J S O 0 

Maohine I.B.M. 1800 

Purpose 

1800 Fortran IV 

To dump out the contents of DIEEK (see programs 204 and 205) 
to paper tape and to re-constitute the data file by dumping 
the paper tape data (with or without alterations) tack to 
disk. 

Control Cards 

//WOB 

//b* (Projeot/Name/Title) 

//bZEQ DDUNP) 
DSAYB) 

*3IIES (10, DIEEE, #) 
*CCEND 

Output In the case of DDUMP a listing of the paper tape produced will 
show the current status of the directory file dumpso 
There is no output from DSAVE; the directory file is 
overwritten with the contents of the paper tape only* 

Cathy Clayson. 
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Title Tape Security System (TAS8):Pifid a Pile and Record 

Name Subroutine FINDM 

Machine I.B.M.1800 

1800 Fortran IV 

Purpose An execution of 

CAlJj EmDM(lDECE,IiPIL,MEEC) 

will access record MREC in file NPIL of the mag. tape 

in use on tape deck IDEQC, 

HECK should contain the number 5 or 10, depending op 

whether deck 1(LUN5) or 2(LUN10) is to,be used. 

Restrictions NPIL < 999 

m E C < 32767 

The subroutine will work only \Tith Fortran foimatted 

l/O tapes written on an IB! 1800. 

Notes See and DPG/ty22 for notes on the TASS system 

Programmer Cathy Clayson. 
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Title Tape Security System (TASS): Find next available file and 

record. 

Name 

Ivk chine 

Subroutine NEZDM 

I.B.K.1800 

1800 Fortran IV 

Purpose An execution of 

GALL NE%PM(lDBCa[,NMAG,NFIL,mBC) 

will access the next available record MilG in file NFIL 

(as found, by searching disk file MFIIZ) of magnetic tape 

NMAG. 

MKiG- is the magnetic tape in use on the tape deck IDBCK; 

where NMAG is a 3 word integer array and should contain 

the name of the magnetic tape in 3A2 foimat (left-justified.), 

and. IDEGK should, contain the number 5 or 10 depending on 

whether deck 1(nJN5) or 2(LUN10) is to be used. 

The mainline program must contain 

DEFINE niE 20l(301,5,U,mEC) 

and after the//y XEQ oard. 

*FIIES(201 ,MFILB,0) 

an »I0C8(MAGNETIC TAPE,DISK, 1443 PRINTBR) 

card should also be present. 

Output 

Restrictions 

Hot^s 

The message 

'TAPE Nam? POSHIcmD AT EECOiED mEG ON FILE NFIL' 

is output to the 12̂ 43 printer. 

The subroutine vdll work only with Fortran fonaatted 

l/O tapes written on an IBM 1800. 

See DPG/P/7 and DP(V'P/22 for notes on the TASS System. 

Cathy Clayson. 
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Title Tape Security System (TASS);Store current tape position 

Name Subroutine STORM 

Machine I.B.M.1800 

lanfuame 1800 Fortran IV 

An execution of 

CALL 8TQBM(NmG,NFIL;mEC) ' 

will search disk file I€FIIE for the record containing an 

entry for the mag. tape NMAG. Then it will store the next 

available record, number MKEC and. file NFIL in that record.. 

NMA.G is a ^ %'ord, integer ariay and should contain the nane 

of the magnetic tape in 3A2 format (left-justified). 

The nainliiie program must contain 

DEFINE FIIE 201(301,5,%J,NIIEC) 

and. after the //ZEQ card. 

*FILE8(201,MFIIE,0) 

an »I0C8(MAGNETIC TAEE, DISK, 144:) PRINTER.) 

card must also be present. 

Output 
mimi. mill, •'null 

Restrictions 

Notes 

The message 

'NEXT AVAILABLE EBCORD CN TAPE NllAG IS mBC ON FILE NFIL' 

is output to the 1443 printer, 

NFIL ^ 999 

NBEC ^ 32767 

See nPq/E/7 and DPG/iy22 for notes on the TASS system. 

Programmer Cathy Clayson. 
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Title Tape Security System (TASS)sinitialisation of MFIIE records. 

Name 

Machine i m 1800 

Language 1800 Fortran IV 

To initialise or amend an existing record of the disk file 

MFIIZ with the next available file number and record number 

of the requested magnetic tape (See DPQ/iy? and DPC/iy22) 

Input (e.g.) //JOB 

/y'%^ro j e ct/Name/Tit le 

//XEQ INITM 

':9'ILE8(201 ,MFIIE,0) 

*CCEKD 

00 5 CO 17 
M5 2 

ool 
1 

CO 

1 

100 

Output 
•mwr 

The above job will initialise the record for M5 ?;ith file 2, 

record 1, and for M6 vrith file 1, recoî i 100. 

The data ends Tvith %MD 

The output consists of one line for each mag. tape as 

follows (e.g.);-

TAPE SECURITY RECORD FOR M6 INITIALISED WITH FlUi: 

NmiEEE 1 m D EECOED NUMBER 100 

SzBoution Time Approximately 1 sec. per input data card 

Cathy Clayson 
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Title Tape Seourity System (lASS): Query File 

Nome QUEEM 

Machine 1800 

Laz^age 

Pui^ose 

1800 Fortran IV 

To examine the current status of the disk file MFIIE, 

giving details of the next available files and. records of 

all the N.I.O. magnetic tapes in use under the TA88 system, 

(see DPG/P/7 and DP(yP/22). 

//JOB 

//•^ro ject/Kame/Title^ 
, / CO 1 O 
//XEQ qUEEM ^ 

Output For every magnetic tape in use:- (e.g.) 

TAPE SBCUIilTY 8Y8Ta,I - I@ZT AVAILABLE mCODD 

OM 'filPE M6 18 532 ON HIE ^ 

Execution Time Approximately ^0 sees, per 100 tapes in use. 

mer Cathy Clayson 



DAIA PROCESSING GROUP 

N.I.O. TApe (see DPG/P/7) 

The following programs belonging to the TASS system have 

been updated and given completely new names and numbers« This is 

so that the second magnetic tape unit may be incorporated into 

this system. 

They are as follows 

N.I.O.115 INITO replaced by N.I.O. 211 INITM 

N.I.0.116 Qumo replaced by N.I.O. 212 QHEEM 

N.I.O.117 PACKO deleted from system 

N.I.O. -6 niEO replaced, by N.I.O. -6/A FIIiB2 

N.I.0.-15 PINDO replaced by N.I.O. -92 FINDM 

N.I.0.-16 NEXTO replaced by N.I.O. NBZTM 

N.I.0.-17 STQB.0 replaced by N.I.O. -94 STCm 

These new programs will be implemented as from l6th» November 1970. 

Notes 

1) The original programs will still exist for a while but if they are 

inadvertently used after the implementation date, an explanatory 

message will be output, telling the user to use the updated program. 

2) A brief description of the new programs follows 

INITM 

QUEm 

PIIE2 

FINDM: 

NEZDM: 

Initialisation of records in the disk file MFIIE (see note 3) 

Print out contents of IfflliE 

Find a file; now also prints out which mag, tape deck was 

used when error occurred (can also be used on unformatted 
and BCD tapes) 

Find a file and record; calling sequence is now 

C/iU, FmDM(lDBCK,KFII,,MEEC) 

(IDECK contains the LTJN of the mag. tape deck to be used, 

i.e. 5 or 10 - exit otherwise). 

Find next available file and record; calling sequence is now 

CALL NBXTM(lDECKjNMA&,NFII,,MKEC) 
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(lEBCK oootaiDs the IDN of the mag,tape deck to be used (see FINDM); 

and N M G is a 3 word integer array containing the mag.tape name in 3A2 

format). 

STCEM? Store current tape position; calling sequence is now 

CALL 8TQkM(NMA&,NFIL,MEEG) 

(KMG- contains the name of the nag,tape (See M 

3) The individual M files now situated on disk are being merged 

into one single file called I',IFII2 consisting of records of 5 

words as follows:-

Record 1 Word 1 - Number of entries 

Words 2-5 - Not used 

Records 2 Word 1| -
onwards v / o r d 2 3 Name of magnetic tape 

W o M 3J • 

Word 4 - Next available file 

Word 5 - Next available record 

4) The program descriptions for the original programs should now be 

amended to read:-

Purpose To inform the user that this program is now out of date 

and that he must use its equivalent - (fill in name) 

Output A message is printed out on the 1443 printer telling 

the user of this change. 

The error messages in the existing description of FILE2 (N.I,0.-6A) 

should be amended to read:-

'UNCORKECIABIE TAPE ERROR IN FILE NUMBER n ON DBCE m' 

and 

:EEAD CHECKS HAVE OCCURKED IN FILE NUMBER n ON DBCK. m' 

Cathy Clavson 

29.9.70 
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Title Determine first and last record in a dynamic file 

Name Subroutine iCPBEC 

Machine 1800 

Fortran IV 

Calling: Seouenoe CAI& IFREC (IFIL, IF8T, LA8T) 

where IPIL is the logical file number of the data file 

IPST will be set to the first record of real data 

LA.ST will be set to the next available record on 

the file 

Method, The program uses the dynamic data file header. The word 

NEXT in this header is not updated by this subroutine® 

Proframmer M, Pasham, 
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Title Finds the record number of a dynamic data file entry 
havlag a given day and time. 

Name Function JFND 

Machine 1800 

Fortran IV 

Calling Seguenoe 

J = JFND(IFIL,ID,II,J8T) 

where IFIL is the logical file number, 
ID is the day number of the required record. 
IT is the time in tenths of a minute of the required 

record, 
JST is the record number at which the search is to 

start* 

If JST is put equal to zero the whole file will be 
searched. 

After the call J will be equal to the record number of the 
file entry whose day and time EXACTLY equals ID and IT. 
If no record can be found J will be put to zero. 

Subrcwtine called 

IFBEG 

ProAfammer M. Fasham 
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*itle Calculate algebrale differaoce between two timea 

Name 

Ife chine 1800 

Fortran IV 

Cal lina Sequenoe J = DFBEN (IDY1, 121, 1DY2, 122 ) 

where EDYI is day number of first time 

IZrl is time in 1/10 minute of first time 

I<DY2 is day number of second time 

ia?2 is time in 1/10 minute of second time 

J will be equal to the algebraic difference between 

the two times in 1/10 minute. That is if the second time 

is tempor^^^y before the first time J will be positive« 

Programmer M. Faaham. 
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Title BCD tape handling utility subroutine 

Name 8L8ED 

Machine IBM 1800 

Operating System TASK or T8Z 

laneuaee 1800 Assembler 

Purpose SLSET is a relocatable call subroutine containing ten entry-

points which allow the user to perform various functions on 

7-track BCD (2bytes/word) magnetic tape. The subroutine was 

written to be used by THUMP (N.I.O. Program 133)> but may also 

be used by other FORTRAN or ASSEMBLER programs« 

The magnetic tape format that can be handled by SLSET is defined 

in the program description for THUMP and will not be re-iterated 

here. This program description contains a summary of the calling 

sequences to SLSET as it could be used by programs promessing 

7-track BCD 2-byte per word magnetic tape. 

Use SLSST is a call subroutine and contains ten entry points. 

Before any of the other nine calls are made, a 

GALL S18ET(MBK8Z,MAGCW) - Fortran 

or 

GAM, SiaET 

DC ADMBK 

DC ADMAG 
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ADMBK DC MBKSZ 

ADMAG DC MAGCW - Assembler 

must be made. This sets the tape block size (MEKSZ) and the tape 

density, parity and tape unit (isIAG-GW) within SLSET. 

MBKSZ must be even and is equal to one-half the number of characters 

per tape block. 

MG-CW is in the form of a hexadecimal number and corresponds to 

hexadecimal digits 2 , 5 and if of the control word used by MAGT: 

IIAG-CW would normally be defined in a DATA statement as: 

DATA MAGCR/ZOABC/ 

where A = 0 for odd bit parity 

A = 1 for even bit parity 

B ~ if for 800 bits/inch density 

B = 5 for 200 " " " 

B = 6 for 556 " " " 

0 = 0 for the first tape unit 

C = 1 for the second tape unit 

Alternatively MAG-CW may be generated by 

MAG-GW = 256*A + 16*B + C, assuming that the variables corresponding 

to A, B and C are integers. The nine operational entry points 

will now be discussed. 

SmCH A call to 8ERCH of the form GALL SERCH(NAMBF,MFILE,MEBa) 

where NAME? is a one-dimensional array of length 7 containing the 

name of the file to be found in 5A1 format, and the version number 

and modification level as the sixth and seventh members of the 

array, will position the first block of the file NAMEF under the 

read head and return the file number in MPILB. 

If the name file requested is not on the tape, IIFILE will be set 

to zero. 

SPILE A call to SPILE is for positioning the tape to the first 

block of a numbered file. 
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GAI& SFILB(MFILB,MEBa) where MFIIE ia the file number requestea. 

If MPIIE is greater than the number of files on the tape, then 

MIBR will be set to non-zero; if the file is on tape MEER^is set 

to zero. 

3® SUST A CALL SLIST will cause the tape file currently under the 

read head (e.g. as positioned in a preceeding GALL SERCH) to be 

listed on the 1443 printer. 

4. 8PNCH A CALL SENCH will cause the tape file currently under the 

read head to be punched onto cards. 

5. STTIE A CALL STILE will cause the headers of all files on the tape 

to be listed on the 1443 printer. The header of a file is defined 

as the first 80 characters of the first block of a file. 

6. SPZER A GALL SPZER will write the end-of-all-data file on the tape, 

Starting at the point on the tape currently under the writq head. 

7* SVflEE A GALL 8WIEB will cause the name 2DUMY to replace the name 

in the header of the current file, the original name being placed 

in character positions 9 to 13 of the header. This function may 

cause read cheoks to occur when the tape is read subsequently. 

It is included for completeness, but not for general use. 

8 . SPINT A CALL SPINT will initialise a magnetic tape ready for use 

by the N.I.O. 2 byte BCD tape handling programs. All previous 

data on the tape is lost. 

9. SPLOD This is the routine to load information from cards to tape 

in 2-byte BCD format. The card deck to be loaded must be followed 

by a card with a £ or / punched in column 1, 

CALL SPLOD (NAMEP, M8EQ, MCABD) 

where NAMEF is a one dimensional array of length 7 containing the 

file name in 5A1 format and the version and modification level 

to be assigned to this file as the sixth and seventh members of 

the array. The version and modification will be unsigned Integers 

(of 5 BCD cliaracters each) in character positions 21 to 25 and 27 

to 31 respectively of the file header. 

They may be zero. KGARD will be returned as the number of cards 

converted and loaded to tape. If M8EQ is non-zero then the deck 

will not be re-sequencedj if zero then columns 73-80 of the card 

images on tape will be automatically sequenced in the form 

'NMSHUD where NASI is the first three letters of the file name 

and XXXX increases (linearly) from 1 to 9999® 

Further details concerning tape format are described in the 

program description 133 (THUilP). 
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Pimctions SLIST and SINGH leave the tape at the first block 

of the next file when control is returned to the calling 

program. 

Functions STTIE and SWIEE rewind the tape before returning 

control. 

Functions SPZER, SPIKT and SPLOD leave the tape at the next 

available point on the tape for loading inforoatka) (î ê. at 

the beginning of the end-of-all-data) file. 

Subroutine Used MBUZP, DICED, DICHO, HOLDI, ZIPCO, 

Core requiranents 822 words, 

Programmer David Brown, 



N.I.O. PROGBAM 133 

Title 

Name 

BCD Tape Handling and Utility Management Program 

THUMP 

Machine 

C^eratii^ System 

Language 

I.B.M. 1800 

TASK or TSZ 

Foimwf 

THUMP interfaoes imith the tape handling subroutine SL8!B31 

to provide facilities for; 

1. laiding infoimation on oards onto magnetic tape. 

2. Printing or punching information from magnetic tape onto 

the lineprinter or cards respectively. 

3. Initialising a tape ready for Functions 1 and 2, 

4e Deleting the reference to a file from the tape. 

These functions are called in the subroutine SIiSET depending 

on the THUMP control oards which follow the //XEQ THUMP, 

*CCEND cards. The program supports two Y-track tape drives, 

200, 556 and 800 h.p.i. density, and even or odd parity. 

Only 72 card columns of real data are allowed, columns 73-^0 

are automatically written on tape as sequence numbers of the 

form NAMXZXZO, where NAM are the Arst three letters of the 

file name and ZCZO is the sequence number which is incremented 

by 10 for each card loaded to the current file. 

The first card-image of characters of each file contains 

the header information for that file of the form; 

CO 

1 
NAm? 

oc 

21 
W 7 W 

oc 

27 

0 0 

80 
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NAMEF is the name of the file, W W V is a version number, and. 

MMMMM is the modifioation level (these laat two are used primarily 

if the file is a source program). 

A file is created aa tape blocks of size determined by the first 

THUMP control card, and is written in BCD as two characters per 

computer word. A standard block size (as used for EPL source 

program tapes) of 2,000 characters is recommended, this is also the 

size used for the N.I.O. Program Library on magnetic tape, at even 

parity. 

Magnetic Tape Format 

After careful consideration, the format of information on tape 

was standardised almost to that used by IBM-EPL for 7 track BCD 

tapes. 

The tape data consists of files, separated by a tape mark. Each 

file consists of blocks of information, typically 2000 characters/ 

block, and this figure must be divisible by 80 to allow complete 

card-images to be stored. The first file (file l) consists of one 

block and is not used. The last file is followed by a tape mark, 

thon one block containing 80 characters of BCD '9' (i.e* hexadecimal), 

/09 

and another file mark. The tape dataris/undof^nod ^hst^the end-

data file. 

Each file created by THUMP has a header as the first 80 characters 

of the file, consisting of; 

Char Char Char Char 

1 21 27 80 
NAMEF VVV7V imwmWK * 

The name (NAMEP) and version and mod* level ( W V W and MMMWM) are 

supplied by the load function, EPL source program tapes have the 

name aa characters 1-5, but not necessarily the version and mod* level. 

Although EPL use odd bit parity, this is not recommended for user 

created tape files, and even bit parity should be used. 

Density of 800 bits per inch is recommended. 
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A mixture of control oarcis, information to be loaded, carda 

and. blank cards may follow the /XXBQ THUMP, *CCEND cards. The 

first card read by THUMP must define the block size in 

characters^ the tape parity, tape recording density, and the 

tape unit to be used. The format is: 

CC CO 00 CO 

1 6 8 12 
BBBB P DDD U 

where BBBB is the number of characters/block (right justified). 

This must be even and is typically 2000, 

P is the parity, 0 = odd, 1 = even. 

Even parity is usual for BCD tapes. 

DDD is the tape density and can be 200, 556 or 800 bits per inch. 

U is the tape unit selected, 1 or 2. 

The next card read will determine the first function to be 

carried out by THUMP. These cards must all have the caiTd code 

11-8-3 in column 1; this is the jgf code, as printed, but on 

English 029 card punches must be punched as sign. 

The f omat of the THUMP control cards is 

CO 00 00 CO CO 

1 10 21 27 33 
jgkKFEF m u m NMEF V W W MMHm 

where FEBW is the function to be performed and may be 

1. ^LOAD - to create the next sequential file on the tape. 

The data to be loaded must immediately follow 

this card* 

2. ^ M D STAGE 

— signifies the end of a card deck used in 1 * 

3a. ^ZERO - to clear the tape of all files subsequent to 

and including NAMEF. 

do 
21 

3b«̂ ZER.O - to initialise a magnetic tape ready to be 

used for loading files. All previous data on the 

tape is lost. This must be the first function 

perfomed on a new tape. 
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4* ^lEE - to delete the header of the file Jiamed 

NAME?. This function is not recommended, as 

read checks may 6ccur whenever the tape is 

read subsequently. 

5b / l i s t - to list the file on the line printer. 

6. ^^PUNCH - to punch the file onto cards. 

7. AAMES 

- to print the headers of all files on the tape. 

8. /pause - to cause THUMP to pause until START is pressed. 

9. A m m m P - to cause THUMP to call exit. 

Functions 5 and 6 may be used to either lisli/punoh a numbered 

or named file. If card columns 10 to % are blank, then the 

headers of files are checked for the name If card columns 

10-"% contain a positive integer, then that file number is 

dumped. 

The version number and modification level to be written in 

the file header, if the data is source coding, are W V W and 

MWMIM. These columns may be blank if VOMOO is assumed, i.e. 

there will not be dupJLicate names on any one magnetic tq.pe. 

After ccmpleting the function specified by the last control 

card, THUMP reads another card and carries out the function 

specified on that card. The last card of the stack must be a 

/END THUMP card. 

Subroutinos Used SIgET ( and other 9 entry points) ZIPCO, DICHO, HOIDI, STACK, 

MBUEP. 

TijirLngs Double buffering is used for /lAAD function, and the card read 

is at 260 cards/minute. Printing/UST-Ajiqij^bout 120 lines/minute. 

The search time to locate a file on Liagnetic tape is about 0.5 

second/block. 

t̂ilestrictions 1. The program functions IjIBT,PUI3CH, and ZBkO ignore 

the W V W and fields, so on^ file of any one 

name may exist on one tape. 

2, ' The.LIST function prints GQrtairi'i^u^ea^al-chaz^c^^ .. : 

_ '' ' "" " 

,l)^^d;Bro\;h' . " 



N.I.O. mO&EAMS 226 and 227 GLASSIFIGAriQN 8 

Title Change diive 1 data disk to a driTe 2 data disk or vioe 
versa 

Names D1T02 and DZIOI 

Machine I.B.H. 1800 

1800 Assembler 

Purpose 

Control Cards 

To alter the starting sector address word of all 
PLET entries on the disk in question aooording to whethe: 
a drive 2 or a drive 1 data disk is required. 

co19 

//bJOB Z 

/yb*(Projeot/t)ame/Title) 

//bXEQ D1T02 

*CCEND 

col 9 cc2if 
or //bJOB X X 

/yb*(Projeot/4f8mq/Title) 

//bXEQ D2T01 

*CCE[m 

None 

Output None 

Method The program reada the 1st word of sector 1 (logical) 
for the number of the sector (N) of the start of 
for the disk in question and then reads that sector N 
into core. 
FliBT should always start and end with a .E entiy and 
so the last entry in FLET (words 317-320) is checked 
to ensure that it is a .2 entry (exit if not) and then 
the program works backirards through the sector, changing 
bit 3 of every 2{.th word (the starting sector address 
word) until the first JE entry is encountered. The sector 
is then written back to disk in its new state. 
If the end of the sector is reached before the first .E 
the sector is still written back to disk but then the 
(N-l)th sector is read into *ore and the process repeated 

Execution Time Approx. 2 mins. depending on size of FliET, 

Cathy Clayson, 



N.I.O. mOG-EAM 2^1 CLASSIFIGAIION 8 

Title Ee-label a drive 1 or drive 2 disk 

Name LABEL 

Machine 

1800 Assembler 

I.B.H. 1800 

Purpose To change the cartridge ID number on a drive 1 or drive 2 disk. 

Use 

One data oard containing the drive number and the new oai-tridge 
label in the foim 

Card oolumn 

1 3 7 
DbLLLLL 

where D is the drive number and LLLLL is the label, integer 
right justified® 

The new and old label are written on the console typewriter, in 
the foim 

rnmm+ooooo 

where NMENN is the new label and 00000 was the old label 

//bJOB 
/yb*mOJECT No./^mE/TITZE 
//bXEQbLAEBL 
*CCEm) 

Data oard (see under Input) 

Willian Strudwiek. 




